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CO-Semigroups on a Locally Convex Space 
YOUNG HAN CHOE* 
A necessary and sufficient condition that a densely defined linear operator A in a 
sequentially complete locally convex space X be the infinitesimal generator of a 
quasi-equicontinuous C,,-semigroup on X is that there exist a real number /J 2 0 
such that. for each n>/j, the resolvent (i.l- A) ’ exists and the family 
I(AL/I)“(if-A) ‘: ;.>/I. .k=O, 1.2 ..__I is equicontinuous. In this case all 
resolvents (2 - A ) II i > /L of the given operator A and all exponentials exp( tA ), 
t 2 0, of the operator A belong to a Banach algebra .?B,( X) which is a subspace of 
the space i(‘( X) of all continuous linear operators on X, and. for each t > 0 and for 
each ZE X, one has lim, . ,(1&h ‘tA) -A .x=eexp(rA)s. A perturbation theorem 
for the inlinitesimal generator of a quasi-equicontinuous C,,-semigroup by an 
operator which is an element of .ti, (X) is obtained. s lYX5 Audrmcc Prrs. Inc 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Many phenomena in nature which vary in time can be written in the 
form 
;u(t)=Au(t), t 3 0; u(0) = ug. (0.1) 
Here u( ): [0, x) + X is a vector-valued function which takes values in a 
given topological vector space X, d/dt denotes differentiation with respect 
to time t in the topology of the given space X, and A is a linear operator in 
X whose domain D(A) is a subset of X. Cauchy problems with time- 
independent operators are suitable in this form. Mixed problems with time- 
independent operators and time-independent boundary conditions are also 
suitable in this form. In the case of mixed problems the boundary con- 
ditions are absorbed into the description of D(A). 
Such problems in Banach spaces have been studied by many authors. 
However, many well-known topological vector spaces arising in analysis 
are not Banach spaces and the equation (0.1) still makes sense in these 
spaces. 
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As in the case of a Banach space, for many operators A, the exponentials 
exp(tA), t > 0, can be defined and the family (exp( tA ); t 3 0) becomes a 
C,-semigroup. Also, the solution of (0.1 ) is given by u(t) = exp(tA) 11,) 
provided u0 E D(A ). 
Let X be a sequentially complete locally convex space and suppose that 
to each number t b 0 a continuous linear operator Q(t) on X is associated 
in such a way that 
(Sl) Q(O,=L 
(S2) Q(s + t) = Q(s) Q(t); ~30, t 30, and 
(S3) lim, -+. + Q(t)x=x, XEX. 
Such a family {Q(t); t 3 0 1 is called a strongly continuous semigroup of 
operators on X, or simply a C,,-semigroup on X. 
In the case of a Banach space, the theory of C,-semigroups was 
introduced by Hille [3] and Yosida [13] and it has been extensively 
developed in various directions. 
A family 9 of linear operators on X is equicontinuous if, for each con- 
tinuous seminorm p on X, there is a continuous seminorm q = q(p) on X 
such that 
In addition to the above conditions, if (Q(t); t 3 0) satisfies the condition 
(S4) there exists a number a > 0 such that {e ~ “‘Q(t); t >, 0 ) is 
equicontinuous, 
then it is called a quasi-equicontinuous Co-semigroup. If X is a Banach 
space, then the condition (S4) is redundant. 
The infinitesimal generator A of a C,,-semigroup {Q(t); t 3 0 f on X is 
defined by 
Ax=,,ly+ ; [Q(~),Y-x], XE D(A) (0.2) 
where D(A) is the set of all x~X for which (0.2) makes sense in the 
topology of X. 
Equicontinuous C,-semigroups on a sequentially complete locally con- 
vex space have been studied by Schwartz [12] and Yosida [14, 151. The 
theory of quasi-equicontinuous C,,-semigroups in a Frechet space was 
introduced by Miyadera [9]. He proved that A is the infinitesimal 
generator of a quasi-equicontinuous C,,-semigroup on a Frechet space X if 
and only if 
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(G,) A is a densely defined linear operator in X and there exists a 
real number p > 0 such that the resolvent (]“I- A ) ~ ’ exists for A. > /j’ and 
the set {(L-fl)k(AZ-A)m k X; jU > /?, k = 0, 1, 2 ,... } is bounded for each 
x E x. 
This theory was further extended to a barrelled complete locally convex 
space by Fattorini [2], In fact, Miyadera’s proof works without changes in 
the more general setting. If X is a barrelled complete locally convex space 
then, by the generalized Banach-Steinhaus theorem [S, p. 1371, the con- 
dition (G,) is equivalent to 
(G) A is a densely defined linear operator in X and there exists a real 
number j 3 0 such that the resolvent (iZ- A) --’ exists for A > b and the 
family {(A - fl)“(E,Z- A) k; A > p, k = 0, 1, 2,...} is equicontinuous. 
We will show that the condition (G) is actually a necessary and sufficient 
condition for A to be the infinitesimal generator of a quasi-equicontinuous 
C,-semigroup on a sequentially complete locally convex space X. We will 
give reformulations for the results of Yosida [ 151 and Miyadera [9] in the 
more general setting. The reformulations look much more like the Banach 
space version and some additional precision is obtained in the matter of 
convergence. 
Recently, Hegner [21] has studied differential semigroups on locally con- 
vex spaces which satisfy the conditions (Sl ), (S2) above and 
(S3’) Q(t) is strongly differentiable, i.e., D(A) = X in (0.2), 
(S4’) {Q(r); 0 < Id E} is equicontinuous for some E > 0. 
Clearly (S3’) implies (S3), and (S4) implies (S4’). But neither of these 
semigroup concepts subsumes the other. Hegner [2f ] used category theory 
(hence qualitative behaviors of operators) to obtain the canonical input- 
output behavior of a system. Here we use analytic methods (approximation, 
iteration, limit, etc.). Hence, a numerical solution of u(t) for the given 
Cauchy problem (0, 1) is accessible following the algorithm numerically. 
We also show that all resolvents (JZ- A) ~ ‘, A > j, and all exponentials 
exp(tA ), t 3 0, of the operator A which satisfies the condition (G) belong to 
a Banach algebra .@,(X) which is a subspace of the space L?(X) of all con- 
tinuous linear operators on X. 
Finally we obtain a perturbation theorem for the infinitesimal generator 
of a quasi-equicontinuous C,-semigroup by an operator which belongs to 
gr( X). 
The result of this paper is useful in applications to evolution equations 
(cf. [ 191) as well as to partial differential equations. 
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1. CALIBRATIONS 
A calibration r for a topological vector space X is a family of seminorms 
which induces the topology of X. Such a family of seminorms was used by 
Yamamuro [23] and others [l, 2, 4, 10, 161. The space X is necessarily 
locally convex and each member of f is a continuous seminorm on X [ 15, 
p. 261. If X is a Frtchet space, then the topology of X can be induced by a 
countable calibration. 
In the theory of C,-semigroups in Banach spaces essential tools are 
inequalities between quantities measured by norms. In this paper suitably 
chosen calibrations will take the place of norms and we will find the 
corresponding inequalities between quantities measured by seminorms 
which are members of the chosen calibrations. 
Let X be a locally convex space and r be a calibration for X. Let Z(X) 
be the set of all continuous linear operators on X and & be a collection of 
bounded subsets of X such that span(u,, A B) = X. For each BE d and 
q E f, a seminorm pe,(, on 9(X) is defined by 
P,,(A) = sup(q(Ax); XE B)> A EL(X). 
Then the family {P~,~; BE 6, q E r} induces a locally convex topology for 
9(X) [S, p. 1311. If & is a collection of finite subsets of X, then the 
topology induced by {P~,~; BE 8, q E r} is called the simple topology. We 
denote the space 9(X) with this topology by gs(X). If 6 is the collection of 
all bounded subsets of X, then the topology induced by { P~,~; BE 8, q E I-} 
is called the bounded convergence topology and the space 9(X) with this 
topology is denoted by yh(X). The topology of J&(X) is liner than that of 
6”(X). 
Let p E r. A linear operator A on X is said to be p-continuous if 
j(A) 55 sup{p(Ax); p(x) < 1) < co. (1.1) 
An operator A E y(X) is said to be r-continuous if it is p-continuous for 
every p E r. Let &(X) be the space of all f-continuous linear operators. To 
each p E f, a seminorm j7 on &(X) is defined by ( 1.1). The space -4pr( X) 
with the calibration F= { j?; p E f} is actually a locally m-convex algebra 
[4]; that is, each seminorm j? E F satisfies the submultiplicative law 
,5(A B) d d(A ) P(B); A, BE .%4X). 
Moreover, if X is sequentially complete, then so I;pr(X). 
An operator A E X;.(X) is said to be r-finite if 
(1.2) 
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We denote the set of all Nitrite linear operator by Br(X). gr(X) with 
norm I/ /lr defined by (1.2) is a normed algebra. Moreover, if X is sequen- 
tially complete, then SYr(X) is a Banach algebra. 
We have the relation 
B/-(X) c Y/-(X) c I%(X). (1.3) 
The topology of ar(X) is finer than the relative topology inherited from 
the space 9’JX). The topology of Y,-(X) is finer than the relative topology 
inherited from the space Yb(X). Hence the topology of &Jr(X) is finer than 
any of the relative topologies inherited from the spaces 3$(X), &(X) and 
%(X). 
Let 9 be an equicontinuous family of linear operators on X and E a 
calibration for X. We define, for each p E k?, a continuous seminorm p’ on X 
by 
p’(x) = sup{ p(Ax); A E 9 or A = I}, x E x. (1.4) 
Hence p’> p for each PEE The new calibration r= (p’; p E I?} induces 
the same topology for X. 
An operator A ~93~(X) is called a r-contraction if lIA II/-d 1. The set 
$Yr(X) of all f-contractions is a semigroup. 
LEMMA 1.1 (Chilana [ 1 ] and Moore [lo]). A semigroup 9 of linear 
operators on X is equicontinuous if and only if there is a calibration r.for X 
such that 9 c Fr( X). 
Proof Let E calibrate X and A E 9. For each p E E, the new seminorm 
p’ defined by (1.4) satisfies 
p’t.4~) G P’(X), x E x. 
With the calibration r= {p’; p E E}, we have A E %?J X) and 9 c Vr(X). 
Q.E.D. 
2. EXPONENTIALS OF A ~-CONTINUOUS LINEAR OPERATOR 
Papaghiuc [ 1 l] introduced the exponentials exp(tA), t > 0, of 
operator A E 3$(X) when X is a Frechet space. We can easily extend 
theory to a sequentially complete locally convex space. 
an 
his 
Let X be a sequentially complete locally convex space and r a 
calibration for X. If A E &(X), then the series 
exp(tA)= f 41 Ak, 
k=ok! 
telW (2.1) 
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converges in &(-(x) and 
P(ev(fA))6fw(I4 d(A)), PET 
where jj is defined by ( 1 .I). 
The family {exp( tA); t E R} satisfies the conditions 
(a) exp(OA) = I; 
(b) exp(( t + s) A) = exp( tA) exp(sA); s, t E [w; 
(c) the map tt+exp(tA) is continuous in &(X). 
Furthermore 
birnO i [exp(hA) - I] = A 
in &.(X); hence we have 
(2.2) 
f exp( tA) = A exp( tA) = exp(tA) A (2.3) 
in the topology of .=5&(X). 
In particular, if A E d%;(X) is an operator such that, to each p E r, there 
corresponds a number M(p) satisfying 
b(Ak) G M(P), k = 1, 2,... (2.4) 
then we have 
d(exp(tA)) d M(p) el’l, lE R. (2.5) 
In this case, the family {Ak; k = 0, 1, 2,...} is an equicontinuous mul- 
tiplicative semigroup. Hence, by Lemma 1.1, there is a calibration E for X 
such that A E gE(X) and 11 A /I E 6 1. 
If A E B,-(X), then the series (2.1) converges in BJX) and 
Ilexp(tA)IIrdexp(lfl llAIlrL tER. (2.6) 
Furthermore the map t ~exp(tA) is continuous in gr(X) and equations 
(2.2) and (2.3) hold in the topology of g,-(X). 
Remark 2.1. A group { erA; t E R} of continuous linear operators which 
satisfies the conditions (a), (b) above and 
(co) the map twexp(tA) is continuous in ZS(X) 
is called a Co-group. All infinitesimal generators A considered in this sec- 
tion generate C,-groups {era; t E R}. 
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3. EQUICONTINUOUS CO-SEMIGROUPS 
The calibrations introduced in Section 1 will be used to simplify the 
theory of equicontinuous C,-semigroups on a locally convex space. 
Theorem 3.1 is a reformulation of the basic “Hille-Yosida” theorem [ 151. 
The reformulation looks much more like the Banach version and some 
additional precision is obtained in the matter of convergence. In fact, with 
a suitable calibration r for X, the resolvents (U- A) ~ ’ and exponentials 
exp(t.4) actually belong to yr(X). In many places of the construction of 
the C,-semigroup { exp( tA); t 3 0} from the given infinitesimal generator A, 
the convergence in yy(X) is replaced by that in dLpr(X). With a more 
suitable choice of a calibration, the resolvents and the exponentials of A 
actually belong to gir(X) and the convergence in &(X) can be replaced by 
that in gr(X) (cf. Expression (1.3)). 
The reformulation is also very useful for generation of quasi-equicon- 
tinuous semigroups on a sequentially complete locally convex space (cf. 
Section 4). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let X he a sequentially complete locally convex space and 
r he a calibration for X. A linear operator A is the infinitesimal generator of 
a unique C,-semigroup {Q(t); t 3 O> such that 
sup{ P(Q(t)); t 2 O} < ~0, PEr (3.1) 
if and only tf 
(Al ) the domain D(A) of A is dense in Y, and 
(A2) the resolvent (AI - A) ~ ’ exists and belongs to 9,(X) for A > 0, 
andsup{p([Z-Upk); i>O, k=O, 1,2,...}<coforp~K 
Furthermore, in this case, we have 
sup(,5(Q(t));t>O}=sup{p([Z-%A]~k);~>O,k=O, 1,2,...} (3.2) 
.for each p E I-. Here p is defined by ( 1.1). 
Proof: The “only if’ part. For the proof of (Al) and the existence of the 
resolvent see Yosida [ 15, pp. 237, 2401. The resolvent is obtained from the 
Laplace transform 
1 
(J.~-A)pk=(kp,)! axe s 
~ irtk ~ ‘Q(t) dt, A>O, k= 1, 2 ,... (3.3) 
from which we have, for each p E r, 
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The integral in (3.3) is taken in the sense of Riemann in the topology of 
Z:(X). 
The “if’ part. Let, for each p E f, 
M(p)=sup{~([z-M--~);~>O,k=0, 1,2 )... }. 
and, for each n = 1, 2 ,..., 
A.=n(z-n-‘A)-‘-nzE~~(X). 
The exponentiali exp(tA,) for t > 0, defined by (2.1), satisfy 
exp(tA,)=e-“’ f ~(Z-K’FI~‘. 
k=o k! 
We also have 
P(exp(tA,)) GM(p) (3.4) 
and 
f exp(tA,) = A, exp(tA,) = exp(tA,) A, (3.5) 
in &(X). Since A,A,, = A,A,, we have A, exp(td,) =exp(tA,) A,; hence, 
from (3.5), we have 
exp(rA,)-exp(fA,I=~~~exp((t-.r) A,)exp(sA,) ds 
= ‘exp((t-s) A,)exp(sA,)(A,-A,)& (3.6) I 0 
where the integrals are taken in Tr(X) and in the sense of Riemann. 
IfpErand XED(A), then 
p((z-n~‘A)-‘x-x)=p(n~‘(z-nn’A)-‘Ax)~n-’M(p)p(Ax)-*O 
as n+oo. Since D(A) is dense in Xandjj([Z-nP’A] -‘-Z)d2M(p) we 
havep((Z-nPIA)P’x-x)+Oasn+cc forxEX.Thisimpliesthat 
(Z-n -‘A)-‘+I in .YY(X). (3.7) 
Since the resolvent (nl- A) ~ ’ exists for n = 1, 2,..., A is a closed operator 
in X. Hence, by (3.7), we have 
A,x-A,x=A[(Z-n-‘A)-‘x-(I--m-‘A)-’x1+0 (3.8) 
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as n, m + x for x E X. Hence, from (3.6) and (3.8), 
P(exp(tAi,) x- exp(tA,,) X) d [M(p)]* ~P(A,X - A,~) + 0 
as n, m -+ co for x E X. Therefore 
exp(tA) = lim exp(tA,), t20 (3.9) n- x 
exists in x,(X). Since, for each p E r, 
p(exp(tA) x) = lim p(exp(tA,) x) 6 M(p) p(x), XEX 
n-r 
we have (3.1) and (3.2) with Q(t)=exp(tA)). 
The C,-semigroup property of { exp(tA); f 2 0) follows from the same 
property of {exp(tA,); t 3 0} with (3.2) (3.4) and (3.9). For the proof that 
A is the infinitesimal generator of { exp(tA); t > 0} and the proof of uni- 
queness, see Yosida [ 151. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let X he a sequentially complete locally convex space. 
A linear operator A in X is the infinitesimal generator of a unique equicon- 
tinuous Co-semigroup {Q(t); t 3 0) on X if and only [ f  
(a) the domain D(A) of’ A is dense in X, and 
(b) the resolvent (].I- A) I exists .for i > 0 and there is a calibration 
r for X such that 
Proof The “if’ part. This is a special case of Theorem 3.1 with 
M(p) 6 1. However, in many places in the proof, the convergence in J&(X) 
can be replaced by the stronger one, namely the convergence in ar(X). 
The “only if’ part. Because of Lemma 1.1, there is a calibration r for X 
such that {Q(t); t 3 0} c V[.. The remainder of the proof follows from 
Theorem 3.1. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let X be a sequentially complete locally convex space. 
I f  A is densely defined linear operator in X such that the resolvent 
(AI-A))’ existsfor 1>0 and thefamily F= {(Z-U-k;i>O,k=O, 1, 
2,...} is equicontinuous, then there is a calibration r such that S c V,-(X). 
Proof By the theorem of Yosida [ 15, p. 2461, the family {exp(tA); 
t > 0} exists and is an equicontinuous C,-semigroup on X. Hence the rest 
of the proof follows from Corollary 3.2. Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 3.4. Zf A is the infinitesimal generator of an equicontinuous 
Co-semigroup {exp( tA); t 3 0} then 
$exp(tA)x=Aexp(tA)x=exp(tA)Ax, XED(A). 
ProoJ: This follows immediately from the fact that A is the infinitesimal 
generator of the CO-semigroup { exp( tA); t >, 0). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let A he the infinitesimal generator of an equicontinuous 
C,-semigroup { exp(tA); t > 0} and let A > 0. If r is a calibration satisfying 
condition (b) of Corollary 3.2, then (AI-- A) ~ ’ is infinitely differentiable 
with respect to 1 in S?,-(X), and 
H(IZ-A)~‘=(-l)“n!(iZ-A)~“~‘; n = 1, 2,... . (3.10) 
Proof: We have 
Il(LI-A)-‘II.< l/k a > 0. 
From the resolvent equation 
we obtain that II(~Z-A)~‘-(llZ-A)~‘/I~,<I~L-‘-~”~’I; hence 
(pZ-A)-’ + (AI- A) ’ in B,(X) as p -+ A. Therefore in B,-(X) we have 
&U-A) -‘=t-& [W-A) ’ -(AZ-A)-‘] 
= -;$pz-A)- ‘(AZ-A) -I 
= -(iZ-A)-*. 
Moreover, since 
(pZ- A)-“-- (AZ-A)-’ 
n-l 
=[(pZ-A)-‘-(]*I-A)-‘] c (pZ-A) -k(AZ-A)p”+‘+k 
k=O 
n- 1 
=(A--) c (pZ-A)pkp’(lZ-A)-“+k; PL, a> 0, 
k=O 
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we have 
-&z-A)~ yh& [(PI-A)-“-(AZ-A)-“] 
= -1im C (PI-A) kp’(iZ-A) n+k 
11 - 2. h = ,I 
= -n(iZ-A)-” ’ (3.11) 
in g’,(X), and the equations (3.10) are valid. Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.6. If A is the infinitesimal generator of an equicontinuous 
C,-semigroup {exp(tA); z>O), then, for each xe:X, (I-tn-‘A))“x-+ 
exp( tA) x uniformly in t on any bounded interval of [0, co) [ 15, p. 2481. 
We also have a calibration Z for X such that {exp(tA); t > 0} c w,-(X) 
and {(I-tn-‘A)~“;t~O,n=1,2,3 ,... }c%‘~(X). But, in general, 
(I- tn ~ lA)--n does not converge to exp(td) in gr(X) as n -+ m for each 
2 3 0. 
4. QUASI-EQUICONTINUOUS CO-SEMIGROUPS 
Let A’ be a sequentially complete locally convex space and Z a 
calibration for X. If A is a densely defined linear operator and b > 0 is a 
real number such that 
M(p)=~up{~((~-~)~[~Z-A]~~);~>&k=0,1,2,...}<~0, PE c 
(4.1) 
where j is defined by (1.1 ), then 
B(CZ- 4A -ml -9 d M(p); I>O, k=O, 1,2 ,.... 
Hence A - PZ is the infinitesimal generator of the equicontinuous 
C,-semigroup {exp(t(A - /II)); t b 0) and, by (3.2), 
P(exp(tCA - BZI)) d M(P). 
We put exp(tA) = e@ exp(t(A - BZ)). Then {exp(tA); 13 0) satisfies the 
C,-semigroup property and (S4) of Section 0. Furthermore A is the 
infinitesimal generator of { exp( [A); t > 0) and we have 
-$exp(tA)x=exp(rA)Ax=Aexp(rA)x, XED(A). 
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Since, for t 2 0 and n > t& 
(I-;+[ I-” z-;(A-/?Z)-zz 
=(l-~P)-n[z-~(A-~z)]~ll 
and, for each x E X, 
[ z-;(A-/?z) 1 P’x-+exp(t(d-PZ))~=e~‘~exp(tA)x 
uniformly in t as n + GO on any bounded interval in [0, cc ) (see 
Remark 3.6), we have 
lim Z-l,4 
( r 
x = exp( tA ) x, x E x. 
n--r00 n (4.2) 
The convergence in (4.2) is uniform in t on any bounded interval in [0, 00). 
The exponentials exp(td), t 3 0, can be constructed in the same manner 
as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. That is, if we put 
A,=)” z-;A 
( > 
-1 
- nz, A>/3 
then 
exp( tA ) = /irnm exp( tA n) 
in zs(X) (cf. Miyadera [9]). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let r be a given calibration for a sequentially complete 
locally convex space X and p 2 0 be a real number. A linear operator A is the 
infinitesimal generator of a C,-semigroup {Q(t); t > 0} such that 
sup{d(ePB’Q(t)); t20) < 00, p E z-3 (4.3) 
if and only if 
(a) the domain D(A) of A is dense in X, 
(b) the resolvent (AZ- A) ~ ’ exists and belongs to 2&(X) for II > 8, 
and (4.1) holds. 
Here B is defined by ( 1.1). 
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Furthermore, in this case, we have 
sup{p(eCB’Q(t)); t>O} =su~{d((n-P)~[~Z-A]-~);~>p, k=O, 1,2,...} 
for each p E IY 
ProoJ We have already shown the “if’ part. For the “only if’ part, let 
A, be the infinitesimal generator of the equicontinuous C,-semigroup 
{e -@Q(t); t 2 O}. The rest of the proof follows from Theorem 3.1 with A 
replaced by A, and {Q(t); t B 0) replaced by {e ~ B’Q( t); t > O}. Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Let X= Y(R) be the Schwartz space of rapidly decreas- 
ing functions on R with calibration {qk,n; k = 0, 1,2 ,..., n = 0, 1, 2 ,... } of 
which each seminorm is defined by 
The topology of X is also induced by calibration ,5 = { P~,~; k = 0, 1, 2,..., 
n=O, 1,2 ,... }, wherep,,=max(q,.;O<jdk). 
Let {Q(f); t > 0} be the semigroup of left-translations on X defined by 
Since 
Q(t)f(x)=f(x+ th t>O, fEx. 
x”f (“)(x + t) = {(x + t) - t}k f @)(x + t) 
k k = 
c 0 
(x + t)‘( - l)“-’ tk-Jp)(x + t), 
/=o J 
we have 
Clk,n(Q(t)f )=suP IxkD:Q(t)f(x)l = sup Ixkf’“‘(x+ t)l 
x l w xeR 
k k 
GE 
0 .j=o J 
tkpjsup 1(x+ t)‘f’“‘(x+t)l 
XER 
= 
tk -jqj,n(f 1 
GPk,n(f) 2 (r> tk -’ = pk,+( f )( 1 + t)k. 
j=O 
Let Mk=kkepkil= su~~,~(l+ t)k e-‘, then 
qk,nte ~ ‘Q(t) f) < Mk Pk,n(f ), t 2 0. 
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Since M, < M, < *.* and pO,n ,< pl,n d -, we have 
~,,,(e-le(f).f)=~~~~~ qj,Je-‘Q(f)f) 
. . 
G oF,?:k Mj Pj,n(f) = Mk Pk,n(fh t 20, fEX. 
. . 
Hence we have 
dk.,(ep’Q(f)) GM,, t 3 0, (4.4) 
where j7k,n is defined by (1.1 ), and furthermore (Q(t); t > 0 } is a quasi- 
equicontinuous Co-semigroup. The infinitesimal generator of {Q(t); t 3 0} 
is the differential operator d/dx. 
The infinitesimal generator d/dx of {Q(r); r > 0} is a continuous operator 
since 
k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., n = 0, 1, 2 ,... . 
However, it is not r-continuous under any calibration r for X. Indeed, if 
we assume that d/dx is r-continuous under a calibration r for X, then, by 
W), 
t, XER. 
This expression implies that every member of y(W) is an analytic function 
which is a contradiction (cf. Yamamuro [23, p. 141). 
Remark 4.3. Schwartz [12] and Yosida [15] considered a linear 
operator A on X such that the family { Ak; k = 1, 2,... } is equicontinuous. In 
this case, by Lemma 1.1, there is a calibration r for X such that A E Br(X) 
and I]Akjl,-< 1, k=O, 1, 2 ,... . Hence, by (2.6) and Theorem4.1, the 
resolvent (AI- A) ~ ’ of A exists in Br(X) for 111 > 1 and 
II(~~-~)Vkllr~(l~l - IIrk, (II > 1, k= 1, 2 ,... . 
More generally, if r is a given calibration for X and A E 6pr(X) satisfies 
(2.4), then, by (2.5) and Theorem 4.1, the resolvent (U-A))’ of A exists 
in &-(A’) for IAl > 1 and 
p([u-Al -“)GM(p)(lAl- l)rk, 121 > 1, k= 1, 2 ,... 
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COROLLARY 4.4. Let X be a sequentially complete locally convex space. 
A linear operator A in X is the infinitesimal generator of a quasi-equicon- 
tinuous Qemigroup {Q(t); t 2 0} satisfying (S4) of Section 0 zf and only if 
(a) the domain D(A) of A is dense in X, and 
(b) the resolvent (AZ- A) - ’ exists for A > b and there is a calibration 
Z such that 
Proof See the proofs of Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 3.2. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let X be a sequentially complete locally convex space. 
A linear operator A in X is the infinitesimal generator of a quasi-equicon- 
tinuous C,-semigroup tf and only tf the condition (G) of Section 0 holds. 
Proof For the “only if’ part, see Corollary 4.4. For the “if’ part, let 
9= {(l-b)k(U-A)-k; n>B, k=O, 1, 2,...}. Then we have 
9= ([ZYI(A-~~Z)]~~;IZ>O, k=O, 1, 2 ,... }. 
Hence, by Corollary 3.3, there is a calibration r such that F c %Yr(X). 
Q.E.D. 
5. FAMILIES OF INFINITESIMAL GENERATORS 
The following generalizes results on stability and perturbations given by 
Kato [S-7], originally for Banach spaces. Kato used the stability theory as 
tools for construction of evolution operators on a Banach space. A parallel 
study to Kato’s theory of linear evolution equations can be carried on in a 
locally convex space. This requires adaptations of many other concepts as 
well as stability into locally convex spaces. Such adaptations and an 
application of stability results will be discussed in other publications 
[lS, 191. 
Theorem 5.3 looks like its Banach space relative and is proved in the 
same manner. The result with A(t) independent of t has interest in itself, 
since it asserts a perturbation result (Corollary 5.4). 
Let fla 0 and M 2 1 be given and let r be a calibration for a sequentially 
complete locally convex space X. We will denote the set of all densely 
defined linear operators A satisfying the condition 
II(nZ-A)-kllI.~M(~-B)-k, A.>/?, k=O, 1,2 ,..., (5.1) 
409/106/2-2 
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by 9(X, r, it4, p). We also write 
3(X, r)= u 29(X, r, M). 
MBI 
Let A( ) be an operator-valued function defined on a interval [0, T] 
such that A(s)E~(X, r) for SE [0, T] a.e. 
DEFINITION 5.1. An operator-valued function A( ) is said to be r-stable 
on [0, T] if there is a real number M and a real-valued integrable function 
p( ) defined on [0, T] a.e. such that 
II 
fj [Ajz- A( -’ 
II 
GM fi [Ajz,fi(sj)]-’ (5.2) 
j=l r J=l 
for O<S, 6 ... <s,< T, /Iji> fl(s,), N= 1,2,...; only those sj for which 
A(s,)E~(X, r) and /?(s,) are defined are considered in (5.2) and 
n~X,[~jZ-A(sj)] ~’ is a time-ordered product, that is, 
fi [;ljz-A(sj)]-’ 
j=l 
= [n,z-A(s,)]-‘[I1,~,z-A(s,~,)] -I... [A,Z-A(s,) 
The pair {M, /?( )} is called a stability index. 
Expression (5.2) implies that, for SE [0, T] a.e., A(.Y)E’S(X, r, M, j?(s)) 
and 
Ilexp(td(s))ll r< MerBcs), t 2 0. 
Let F be the family of all time-ordered products 
fJl [z-~J{~(~j)-~(~~)z}]-‘; O<S, d ..’ <s,< T, J-,>O, 
N= 1, 2,...; only those sj where A(s,) E 9(X, r) and j?(s,) are defined are 
considered. Then A( ) is r-stable if and only if 9 is a bounded set in the 
Banach algebra z%~(X); that is, sup{ IICIIr; CE 9} < co. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Expression (5.2) is equivalent to 
II 
N 
n exP(tjd(sj)) 
j=l 
~~r<MeXp($l l,fl(sj))v tj>“. (5.3) 
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Proqf (5.2)=(5.3). Given Ods, d ... bs,d T, we apply (5.2) to the 
set where each s, occurs m times to get 
il 
fi [iiz- A(s,)] 
j=l 
then multiply ny=, A? to both 
-“’ 
II 
dM fi [Ai-/?(si) 
I- j= I 
sides of (5.4) to get 
(5.4) 
Let Ai = t,lm, where t, > 0, ,j = 1, 2 ,..., N; then we have 
Taking the upper limit as m + 03 and using the relation 
give the inequality (5.3). 
(5.3) * (5.2). Now we assume (5.3) holds. Since 
[Ail- A( ~ ’ = jnx e ‘A exp(t,A(sj)) dt,, Aj3 p(s,), 
we have 
I”I I~jZ-A(s,)I~‘=j-...j% fi e~~I’Iexp(t,A(Si))dt, 
j=l 0 0 j= 1 
So, by (5.3) 
II fi [A,Z- A@,)] -’ Ii <M fi [A,-/?(s,)]-‘. j=l F j= 1 
. . dt,. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let A( ) be a r-stable operator-valuedfunction on [0, T] 
with stability index {M, B( )} and let B( ): [IO, T] a.e. -+ BF(x) be given 
with llB( )I1 F integrable. Zf l(s) = A(s) + B(s) for s E [0, T] a.e., then A”( ) is 
r-stable on [0, T] with index {M, fl( )}, where p( ) is defined by 
B(s)=P(s)+MIIB(s)ll., sew, T1a.e. (5.5) 
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ProojI Let Ods,< ... QS, < T; only those sj where A(sj) E ‘9(X, Z’), 
B(sj)gBAX) and /?(,s,) are defined are considered. 
For j = 1, 2 ,..., N, since 
IIB(s~j)CAjr-A(sj)l p’IlrG M lIB(sj)ll~CAj-P(sj)l ~ ‘9 
we have 
S> Fts,), 
m<, Cnjz~A~sj~l~lCB~s~~(~jz~A~sj~)~ll” 
= [&jZ-A(Sj)] pl[Z-B(Sj){JvjZ-A(Sj)} p’]pl 
= [/ljZ- A(sj) - B(Sj)] --I = [AjZ- A”(Sj)] ~ ‘. 
Hence 
jcl [Jjz,l-,J(sj)] -‘= joI m!. [AjZ-A( ~l[B(sj){Ajz-A(sj)~ pll”’ 
(5.6) 
We rearrange the terms in the right side of (5.6) according to the number 
of the factors B( ). Each term containing n factors of B( ) contains N+ n 
factors of {SZ- A(s,)} ~ ’ since each factor B(s,) introduces an additional 
{AjZ-A(s,)) -‘. Further N+n factors of {AjZ-A(s,)) ~’ are grouped in 
n + 1 nonempty sets separated from each other by the factors of B( ). In 
other words, a typical term containing n factors of B( ) is of the form 
where 
AnA,-, “‘AlA, (5.7) 
r(n + 1) 
An = n CAj(tJz- A(sj(i))l - ’ B(sj(r(n))), 
r=r(n)+ 1 
r(n) 
An-1 = n CAj(i)z-A(sj(i))l -’ B(sj(r(n-1)))5 
r=r(n- I)+ 1 
.  . . )  
r(2) 
A 1 = n CJ-j(i)z- A(sj,i,)l - ’ B(sj(r(,,,), 
i=r(l)+l 
r(l) 
Herej( ): {1,2 ,..., N+n) + {l,..., N} is a nondecreasing surjective function 
and Y( ): { 1, 2 ,..., n + 1 } + { 1, 2 ,..., N + n} is an increasing function such 
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that r(n+ l)=N+n; hence 1 =j(l)<j(Z)< ... <j(N+n)=N and 16 
r(l)<r(2)< ..’ < r(n + 1). The product in (5.7) is time ordered; that is, 
(5.8) 
where 
i=r(n)+ I 
Since 
h4 fi Cnj-fl(sj)-M IIB(sj)llfl ’ 
i= 1 
=A4 fi [/lj-~(si)]~‘[l-M~~B(sj)~~.{~~j-~(sj)}~’]~’ 
/=I 
=M fi f iIA,-B(sj)lp’CM lIB(sj)ll~{~ji~(sj)~-‘l”~ (5.9) 
/= 1 m=O 
if we expand the last expression of (5.9), then a typical term containing n 
factors of IIB( )IIr is of the form (5.8) which corresponds to the term (5.7). 
The correspondence between the terms in (5.6) and terms in (5.9) which 
gives the relation 
is one-to-one. Hence 
ii 
fi [&- Al(s,)I - l GM fi C3Lj-B(Sj)-M IIB(sj)llr]-l. Q.E.D. 
j=l r j= 1 
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COROLLARY 5.4. rf A E Y(X, r, M, /?) and BE gr(X) then A + BE 
%x, r, M 81, where fl= B + ~4 II BII r. 
Proof: This is a special case of Theorem 5.3. Take A(t) = const = A, 
B(t) 5 const = B and b(t) = const = B in Theorem 5.3. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 5.5. If A is the infinitesimal generator of a quasi-equicon- 
tinuous C,-semigroup {Q(t); t 2 0) satisfying (S4) of Section 0, then the 
operator A, = A + blfor any complex number b is the infinitesimal generator 
of a quasi-equicontinuous C,-semigroup { Qb( t); t 2 0} satisfying (S4) of Sec- 
tion 0 with /? replaced by /? + I bl. 
Prooj If A is such an operator, then, by Corollary 4.4, there exists a 
calibration r for X such that A E 9(X, r, 1, /I). Since b is a complex num- 
ber, l/611(,= 161. Therefore Abe%(X, r, 1, /?+ lbl). Q.E.D. 
6. APPLICATIONS 
As applications of the preceding result, we give several examples in this 
section. A successful application of C,-semigroups on a locally convex 
space depends on furnishing a suitable calibration for the space. 
EXAMPLE 6.1. Let X= 9( IF!) and the calibration E for X be as in Exam- 
ple 4.2. If {Q( - t); t 2 0} is the semigroup of right-translations on X 
defined by 
QC-t,f(x,=f(x-t,> t30, fEX, 
the same argument in Example 4.2 shows that 
dk,,(eprQ(-t))6Mk, t>o, (6.1) 
and { Q( - t); t 3 0) is a quasi-equicontinuous C,-semigroup whose 
infinitesimal generator is - d/dx. In fact, (Q(t); t E R } is a C,-group whose 
infinitesimal generator is d/dx. 
It follows from (4.4), (6.1) and Theorem 4.1 that the resolvent 
(AZ- d/dx) ~ ’ exists for 111 > 1 and 
ik,@-$]-‘)&&, I4 > 1 
Let F be the semigroup of operators on X generated by {e ~~ ‘Q(t); 
t2O)u {e-‘Q(-t); t20). Since 9 is equicontinuous, by Lemma 1.1, 
there is a calibration r for X such that 9 c Vr(X). In particular {e -‘Q( t); 
t30) c%?~(X) and {e-‘Q(-t); ta0) cV~(X). Hence d/dx and -d/dx 
belong to 9(X, r, 1, 1). A calibration I-= {pi,, ; pk,n E a} can be obtained 
explicitly by 
P;,,(U) = SUP{ ~k,n(e ~ “‘Q(t) ~1; t E R>, UEX 
(cf. Expression (1.4) and Lemma 1.1). It follows immediately from 
Theorem 4.1 that yd/dx E 99(X, r, 1, 1~1) for any y E R. 
We consider the Cauchy problem 
~u(l,i)=).~u(t,i)+Bu(r,x), (f, x) E R2; 
(6.2) 
40, xl = %(X), XER, U,ELqR) 
where y E R and BE 98,-(X). One example of such an operator B is the 
integral transform P(s), for each s>O, given by the convolution with the 
Gaussian probability density function 
N,,(x) = 1 e r92.s 
& ’ s>“; 
that is, 
Let P(0) = I. {P(s); s 3 0) IS actually the f-contraction C,-semigroup on 
Y(R) generated by (d/dx)2. Hence (d/dx)2E3(X, r, 1, 0). More generally, 
if h E L’( R), then the operator B defined by the convolution 
belongs to 98,-(X). Also if A E 9(X, f, M, B), then all resoivents (AZ- A ) ~ ’ 
for ,? > /I and the exponentials exp(tA) for t b 0 belong to g,(X). 
Let L = yd/dx + B. By Corollary 5.4, L, -L E 9(X, r, 1, IyI + IlIIll I.). 
Hence the Cauchy problem (6.2) has a unique solution u(t, x) for (t, x) E 
[0, co) x II%. For (t, x) E (- co, 0] x R, put t = --s. Then the Cauchy problem 
(6.2) becomes 
; u(s, x) = -y ; u(s, x) - Bu(s, x), (S,X)E[O, 0o)xR; 
J. 
40, -xl = %((X), XE R. 
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Therefore its solution is given by U(S, x) = [exp(s( -I,)) Q](X). Let 
exp(tL)=exp((-t)(-L)) for t<O. Then {exp(tL); te[W) is a C,-group 
whose infinitesimal generator is L. The solution of (6.2) is now given by 
u(t, x) = [exp(tL) u,](x). Thus u(t) = u(t, .) for any t E R belongs to 5@(W). 
EXAMPLE 6.2. Let X and r be as in Example 6.1. Let B, , B, E SYr(X) 
and let y > 0. The operators A = yd/dx + B, and -A = -yd/dx - B, belong 
to 59(X, r, l,?) where j?=r+ IIB,(1,. Hence the resolvents (M-A)-’ and 
(AZ + A) ~ ’ exist for A > p and we have 
Il(nz-‘4- ‘llr~(~4 -I, 2 > j7; 
Il(~~+~)~‘IIr6(~-8)~‘, 1 > 8. 
Since (nZ-AZ)-‘=(~I-A)-‘(,/SZZ+A)-’ for ,I>p, there is 6>0 
such that 
II(~Z-A2)~‘IJr~2(~-6)~1, A 36. 
This implies that A2 = (yd/dx - B,)* E 9(X, r, 2, 6). Hence the operator L 
defined by 
La=&B,j2u+B2u, UEX, 
belongs to %(A’, f, 2,6 + llB,II,). 
Now we consider the Cauchy problem 
a a 2 
-$44x)= Yz 
i > 
u(t,x)+B,~u(l,x)+B,u(r,x), 
(t,x)~[O, 00)xR; (6.3) 
40, xl = %l(x), x E Pi, 
where u0 E Y(R), B,, B, E 9Jr(.X’) and B, commutes with d/dx. By com- 
pleting the square, we can rewrite the first equation of (6.3) by 
;I;u(i,x)=[l~-B,~*u(~,I)+B~u(I.x) (6.4) 
where B, = -BJ2y and B, = -B:/4y2 + Bq. Then the Cauchy problem 
(6.3) can be regarded as the abstract problem in X: 
; u(t) = Lu( I), t 20; 
u(0) = ug 
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where we used convention u(t)(x) = u(t, x). This proves that the Cauchy 
problem (6.3) has a unique solution u( t, x), (t, x) E [0, co) x R and u(t) = 
u(t, .) at any time t >, 0 belongs to Y(R). 
For simplicity, we assumed that the operator B, commutes with a/ax, 
however, this is not necessary since the first expression of (6.3) can be 
changed to expression (6.4) in many cases when B, does not commute with 
a/ax. 
Remark 6.3. In Examples 6.1 and 6.2, ,Y( R) can be replaced by Y( R”‘) 
or Y(C”‘). In this case, {Q(t), t 3 0) can be a semigroup of translations in 
a given direction, and the infinitesimal generator A of the C,-semigroup is 
a directional derivative. A calibration r for the space has to be chosen 
accordingly. Hence the Cauchy problem (6.2) can be extended to R x R”’ or 
R x C”’ and (6.3) can be extended to [0, co) x IF!” or [0, m) x C3” provided 
that a directional derivative in R”’ or @“’ is given instead of d/dx. 
Equations of the first expressions of (6.2) and (6.3) appear in many 
literatures (for example, see Bedieris and Tappert [ 17, Eq. (5.1)], Emch 
[20, Eq. (3)] or Kohler and Papanicolaou [22, Eq. (5.13)]) with various 
operators B, B, and B, in various function spaces. Our interest here is the 
existence and uniqueness of the solution for the given initial condition. 
Hence we can easily turn these problems into the Cauchy problem (0.1) in 
locally convex spaces provided the initial data are in these spaces. 
EXAMPLE 6.4. Miyadera [9] introduced the space H of real-valued C”- 
functions on IF!” whose partial derivatives of all orders belong to L2(Rm). 
The space H is a pre-Hilbert space with inner product 
(& H’),, = $ n JRrn D%(x) D%(x) d-xix, u, u’ E H. (6.5) 
Hence, for each n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., a norm jj jjn is defined by 
l14n = (0, u):‘*, u E H. (6.6) 
For each multi-index a = (LX, ..., CI,,), a seminorm pa is defined on H by 
P,(U) =Wullo = [fRm @W)j2 dx]“‘, VGH. (6.7) 
The totality r of these seminorms pz corresponding to all multi-indices CL 
induces a Frtchet topology for H. 
Let L be an elliptic partial differential operator of the 2nth order in R” 
defined by 
L=(-l),+’ i ap,vDI’Dv 
lPIJ”I =o 
(6.8) 
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with real numbers ap,“. We assume that 
a /,,” = a V.P 9 IPI = /VI =n 
and there is a constant .sO > 0 such that 
(6.9) 
(6.10) 
Then there exists a number /I>0 such that 
(cf. Miyadera [9, p. 1781). Hence L E 9(H, r, 1, fl). 
Therefore the Cauchy problem for the parabolic differential equation in 
KY’ given by 
? 
; u( t, x) = Lu( t, x) + Bu( t, x), (t,x)E[O,CO)XR”; 
a( t, x) = u,(x), XERF, U”EH, 
has a unique solution u(t, x) provided BE B’,(H). The integral transform 
defined by the convolution with the Gaussian Probability density function 
of m variables belongs to B,-(H). In fact, the operators P(s) for s > 0 are 
defined by 
Let Z’(O)= I. Then {P(s); ~30) is a Z-contraction C,-semigroup on H 
generated by A = (a/a~,)~ + . . . + (a/ax,)*. The operator A is just a special 
type of operators given by (6.8). More generally, if A is an operator given 
by (6.8) with conditions (6.9) and (6.10), then all exponentials exp(td) for 
t b 0 and the resolvents (AZ- A) ~ ’ for sufficiently large numbers A. belong 
to B,-(H). If b E L’( UY), then the operator B defined by the convolution 
W..)(x)= j M--Y)~‘(.Y) & 
R”’ 
belongs to gr(X). 
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EXAMPLE 6.5. Let H and r be as in Example 6.4. Miyadera [9] has 
studied the Cauchy problem for the wave equation in R” given by 
(? 2 
0 z 
u( t, x) = Lu( t, x), (t, X)E [O, m) x R”; 
U( 0, .U) = lio( .U), .Y E D-F?“‘; 
.Y E R”‘, 
with initial conditions uO, ug E H where L is an elliptic operator of the 
second order in R”’ given by 
u .D”D” P.1 (6.11) 
//‘l.l”l =o 
with real coeffkients a,,,,. satisfying conditions 
(6.12) 
(6.13) 
for some fixed c0 > 0. 
We extend the Miyadera problem to the case with a perturbation term: 
* u(t, x) = Lu(r, x) + Bu(t, x), (t, x) E R x R”‘; 
u(0, x) = a,(x), I E R”‘; 
; u(0, x) = u,(x), .I- E R’“. 
, 
(6.14) 
where B E &Yr( H). 
By Girding’s inequality, there is a number A,>0 such that 
for i. 3 A,, and n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., where 6, is a certain fixed positive number. 
Here (II, w)~ and )I VII r, resp., are defined by (6.5) and (6.6), resp. 
For each multi-index c( = (c(r ,..., a,), we define a seminorm qcl on H by 
qz(u) = ([““Z- L] Dau, D’u)$~, u E H. 
Then the calibration jq,; a = (cc, ,..., a,,,) is a multi-index} induces the same 
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Frechet topology induced by the calibration I- (cf. Miyadera [9, 
Lemma 6.71). 
Let us put 
HxH= ’ 
ii 1 24 
= [kdv)~2+ {P,(u)}~I”~, 
where pn is defined by (6.8). Then Y, is a continuous seminorm for the 
product topological vector space H x H and the totality E of seminorms Y, 
corresponding to all multi-indices z is a calibration for H x H. 
Then there exists a number B such that 
(cf. Miyadera [9, Lemma 6.81). Hence 
0 I I 1 L 0 E~(Hx H, 2, l,fl). (6.16) 
If BE S?,(H), then there is a number A4 such that 
P,(Bv) d MP,(v), VEH, pl~r. 
Hence, by (6.15) 
p,(Bv)<M lID”vll,dM llDavll, +4,-L] Pv, D’o),,=~q,(v) 
0 0 
for each multi-index cc This implies that 
00 M ll[ III B 0 <-. E do (6.17) 
The problem (6.14) is now equivalent to matricial equation 
;[;](o=([; ;I+[; ;])[;](l)? tER 
[:I m=[;j. 
(6.18) 
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Since 
by (6.16) and (6.17), the Cauchy problem (6.18) has a unique solution for 
t 20 and consequently the Cauchy problem (6.14) admits a unique 
solution u(t, X) for (t, x) E [0, co) x KY”. The solution of (6.18) for t 3 0 is 
given by 
[j(r)=exp(t[L~B J)[::], t30. 
Since 
u(t) and u(t) depend continuously on u0 and uO; that is, for any fixed t, u(t) 
and u(t) converge to 0 as u0 and u0 converge to 0. Hence, by Fattorini [2, 
Lemma 5.11, there is a unique solution u(t, x) for (t, x) E R x IR”. 
All examples in this section are given in Frechet spaces. However the 
results of previous sections are based on general sequentially complete 
locally convex spaces. A more interesting application is solving the Cauchy 
problem of the form 
$ u(t) = A(t) u(t) +f(t), t>o, u(O)=u,, 
in a locally convex space provided A(t), f(t) and u0 satisfy certain con- 
ditions [19]. This application needs other concepts besides C,-semigroup 
theory and the stability result. 
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